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Instant Adventure
For £7000 they give you a BMW GS,
back-up, a celebrity tour guide and 16
days riding through southern Africa.
What could possibly go wrong?
Words and photography Gary Inman

Left: The sun dips
behind Namibian rock.
This page: If you’re going
to crash in an open-face
lid, make sure you land
on the top of your head
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SOUTH AFRICA
he email arrives from a very experienced
round-the-world motorcycle adventurer. ‘Have a
good holiday,’ it reads, ‘but don’t let anyone call
it an adventure.’
The line is loaded with so many different
slightly toxic ingredients I can almost smell it.
It’s written from an experienced standpoint,
sure, but it’s also laced with an air of superiority
and dash of arrogance. It lands the day before
I fly to Cape Town to join a tour group riding
over 3000 miles (nearly 5000km), it’s a trip
advertised as ‘An adventure of a lifetime’. The
majority of the riding is on dirt and gravel
tracks, from the southern coast of South Africa,
through Namibia and into Zambia. It’s a trip that will take the next
16 days of my life – the longest I’ve ever been away from home and
family. The thing is, the email strikes a chord because it opens a
wound I’ve been picking since I accepted the invitation.
As a lover of bikes, of new experiences and of going my own way
I wondered if this ‘Adventure of a lifetime!’ would become so
watered down – by having an itinerary, guides and experienced
back-up in 4x4s – that I’d be left regretting I hadn’t attempted it
minus the back-up. Or worse, would it be like Big Brother on
knobblies, being forced to live with disparate riders I have little in
common with? There is only one way to find out.

I MEET THE GROUP at a Cape Town hotel. I recognise a handful of
the 22 riders (plus two pillions) from the BMW Off-Road Skills
course that was part of the substantial 7450 euro price. The
greetings are all firm handshakes, toothy grins, high-performance
textiles and names I’m going to take a few days to remember. It’s
early spring in South Africa, the sun’s shining, we collect the bikes
in four hours and leave in the morning.
Part of the attraction of the tour, for most of the participants, is
the fact it’s being led by Charley Boorman. This isn’t an
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endorsement deal; the TV presenter and ‘adventure motorcycling’
poster bloke will ride every mile of the route, then pause for three
days and lead another group from Victoria Falls back to Cape
Town, a further 16-day jaunt.
The experience of the group is wildly varied. While all have
travelled extensively, not all have on two wheels. I’m not much of
a worrier, but the onslaught of some of the group’s email chatter
has made me twitchy. One day, in the run-up to the trip, I checked
my email after a few hours to find 17 separate messages with the
subject ‘RABIES’. Before the flight out, I paid for someone to
shrink-wrap my kit bag to deter pilfering. Never done that before.
Won’t do it again. The paranoia has already dissipated by the time
I collect my Ortleib from Cape Town’s carousel 3.
Email vibes that really put the wind up the group, me included,
are rumours of harsh charges for every scrape the BMWs suffer.
This is, after all, a long off-road-centric trip on heavy bikes. The
concerns make signing for the rental bikes something of an ordeal.
During the elongated collection process in an underground car
park I pore over my black R1200GS like a chimpanzee checking its
partner for nits. No blemish, however small, is ignored. Ironically,
the concerns are unfounded; the rental company turns out to be
fair come the final reckoning. And my nitpicking will be a
complete waste of time anyway…
The next morning we leave at 9am. Garmin Zumo sat-navs show
us the route. There is to be no deliberate deviation. Charley, who
seems more excited than any of the clientele, will lead the line
doing stand-up wheelies out of Cape Town. His fellow guide Billy
Ward concentrates on the rear. John and Su, the owners of the tour
company, Moto Aventures, follow in a pair of Land Rovers, one
towing a trailer of spare bikes, the other packed with riders’ bags.
The route, west from Cape Town, passes the familiar names, but
unfamiliar sights, of Scarborough and Llandudno. For now, the
going is all tarmac and mind-bogglingly beautiful. We follow the
coast and climb the 114 curves of the 6-mile, pay-to-play
Chapman’s Peak Drive. Do not feed the Baboons signs add a taste

Who is Charley Boorman?

Day 1: the rear slopes of
Table Mountain and the
Atlantic, one of the world’s
greatest roads and 15 days
of riding ahead of us
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In the words of one
Australian rider on the
tour a ‘Tubby Little Pom’.
The former child actor
was a struggling painter
and decorator when the
TV series of The Long Way
Round trip, splatted him
on the world’s TV screens.
Since then he has
presented his own TV
travel shows, crashed out
of the Dakar and hooked
back up with Ewan
McGregor for The Long
Way Down.

He is a charismatic
tour-leader who waits to
ride some of the less
confident riders’ bikes
through deep sand; buys
rounds of drinks and
stands on his chair to
raise his sarong and wave
his manhood above the
dinner table at 7.30pm.
Virtually everyone has
an opinion on Boorman
and he knows it, but
spend time with him and
it’s hard not to love the
tubby little pom.
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of the exotic. The Cape Of Good Hope sounds impossibly romantic
and doesn’t disappoint. White caps smash into the cliffs. I watch
whales breach the surface of the deep blue below. It’s the most
beautiful day’s riding I’ve ever had. The route makes California’s
Pacific Coast Highway look like the elevated section of the M6.
The end of the day gives the first taste of gravel. The BMW and
I lap it up. I stop to put my iPod earphones in. Life, it seems, can’t
get any better. Then I arrive at the Franshoeck Hotel, on the
outskirts of the chi-chi town of the same name. ‘Glass of port?’
asks the pretty welcoming committee. Don’t mind if I do. The
hotel is the kind of place celebrity magazines follow troubled, but
recovering C-list soap stars to for exclusive photoshoots.
For the duration of the trip I’m rooming with Adam, a 35-yearold Australian restaurateur. He’s as laidback as a koala on
methadone. We’re staying in our own split-level lodge with a
thatched roof. It’s next to the tennis court. Get the picture?
Day two starts grey and delivers what will be the only rain of the
journey. Like many of the days the route is split into A and B.
A takes us up to a lunchtime break/petrol stop, B leads us to the
hotel. Today, the riders are given a choice of hard or easy in the
afternoon. The group splits. I take the hard. It’s beautiful and
technically challenging, with steep descents and water crossing,
but only one 100m section of fine, deep sand causes any of the
riders a problem. The ‘hard’ group are a trio of Americans, three
Australians, plus me, Charley, Billy and another pair, two-up. The

clump I congeal with pause for tea in the two-goat town of
Wuppertal. After more twisting single-track we leave the off-road
section next to the Englishman’s Grave. The day’s route relegates
yesterday’s into the second best day’s riding I have ever had.
There is less than 20 miles to the hotel and the route turns into a
twisting downhill race. Charley and I gap Billy and Scottish Rob.
Rob rides most days with his wife, the intrepid Ruth on the pillion.
They’re on a KTM Adventure the ex-pat pair shipped to Cape Town
from their current home in Johannesburg.
As Charley and I slow, at the outskirts of a town, we give each
other the thumbs up, smiles all over our faces. I look over my
shoulder for too long, stick a wheel on the dirt and I’m down at
40mph. I don’t claim to be the fastest rider, but I pride myself on a
record of not having crashed a bike on tarmac for a decade and,
I reckon, close to 100,000 miles. I pick myself up. I’m devastated.
It’s day two. I’m supposed to be the pro rider and my BMW is
upside-down in someone’s garden. Billy and Charley calm me
down. They say the right things. I’m expecting the bollocking of
my life. I’m expecting ‘WTF’ facial expressions and a fog of
disapproval. Instead, Billy gives me the keys to his GS Adventure
and tells me to go to the hotel. The Zumo says it’s 1.2km away.
When they hear the story, the rest of the group is sympathetic.
Again, everyone says the right thing, at least to my face, but I’m
still depressed. I’m offered a dozen drinks and some antiseptic
cream. I hide in my room and check out my road rash and

demolished Davida helmet. The BMW is history, but I’m ok,
thanks in no small part to the armoured Knox Cross Shirt and
Cross shorts I’m wearing under a Dainese leather jacket and heavy
cotton trousers. I start thinking how I can cover the £2000 excess
I’ve lost and wonder if I’m going to enjoy the rest of the trip. I have
two weeks to go. It’ll drag if I don’t get out of this dark funk.
The next morning a G650GS is waiting for me. That’s one
massive benefit of an organised group such as this. I’ll ride this
replacement for a day, before another bigger bike arrives. The 650
doesn’t have a sat-nav bracket so I’ll need to stick with the group.
As it is all the Garmins have a programming glitch, for this day
only, and send the whole group on an alternative route. Within a
few miles of the off-road section Nabeel from Kuwait is sat on the
grassbank. He hit a deep wash-out, where rainwater has eroded
half the track. The back wheel of 1200GS is at an abnormal angle.
He’s broken the swingarm in two. No one has ever seen that
happen before. Nabeel, new to biking, is smiling. The last 18 hours
give the tour the feeling of a demolition derby, when in reality
both accidents are avoidable. Mine was caused by semi-euphoric
over-confidence and a lapse of concentration; Nabeel’s is a lack of
experience. If he’d raised his gaze he’d have spotted it in time.
Nabeel’s being dealt with. I take a photo of the wreckage and
press on. I’m already back in the groove. The 650, which at first
appeared a little fragile and feminine for my ego, is behaving like a
trooper. I hit an uphill section of deep sand, recall the lessons

The end of the
tarmac. The routes
were convoluted and
stunning. Spring in
South Africa. These
purple flowers hadn’t
bloomed for six years
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learnt at the Off-Road Skills Course in Wales and zig-zag up the hill giraffes appear. They look alien, but it’s us three, on noisy,
past a 1200 as it flops on its side like an exhausted horse. If I know
European bikes, that are the aliens. Rob seems truly glad I made it
anything about deep sand, it’s that you don’t slow down in it.
to see the giraffes before they disappear.
I feel like Malcolm Smith in the Catalina GP section of On Any
‘I saw another huge deer-like thing, clay brown, four white
Sunday. 140kph is showing on the clock and my mirrors are full of
stripes down its flanks. Do you know what it is?’ I ask Rob.
the dust I’m kicking up. I’m enjoying the tour again. Ironically, the
‘No, but if I could taste it I’d have a better idea,’ he replies
Garmin glitch served the best off-road section of the trip.
deadpan, before starting his bellowing KTM and clearing off. It
The night, the last before we cross the border into Namibia, is
was a female kudu, it turns out.
spent in a kitsch hotel in Springbok. It’s run by an Afrikaaner who
While half the group sit drinking around a pool in what looks
looks like a sinister Chuckle Brother. Riders clog the courtyard and
like a Moorish castle miles from anywhere, there’s been another
start drinking. Heavily. Everyone’s still wearing the bottom half of
crash. Irene, a podiatrist from England who has only been riding
their dusty riding gear and sweat-stained T-shirts while they wait
for a year, got into a speed wobble in sand, instinctively backed-off
for kit bags to arrive. Empty bottles of Windhoek Draught fill a
the gas and was spat off her 650. She’s bruised, but okay. She’ll
table. The drinking continues for eight hours. The group is
have tomorrow off the bike, put it on the trailer and ride in the
bonding. It feels good. There are some strong characters, alpha
Land Rover, but she’s determined to get back on.
males and oddballs. It’s clear not everyone will see eye-to-eye.
By now the group know each other’s quirks. Some choose to eat
My room-mate Adam discovers the owner has a Prince Albert
together every night, while others purposely flit between groups.
piercing and offers a wad of Rand for him to show it to the group.
There is the feeling of the Big Brother TV show I feared. Some
The reasons are lost. I’m already in bed,
members of the group are really winding
sleeping on my front, because my back is
up others and a few of the attitudes and
still painful. It’s after 3am when Adam
opinions are beginning to grate on me.
appears in our small twin room. He’s
But no one is stuck in a prison cell and it’s
already been asleep on the floor outside
easy to get up, walk away or have yourself
and climbs into bed, covered in cactus
an early night.
scratches, still wearing his riding kit.
A challenging, nearly 200-mile
Organised by Moto Aventures’ Su
The next day’s entry into Namibia is
off-road day’s riding leads through the
Downham and John Griffiths, now in
more civilised than the four previous
Namib-Naukluft Park to Swakopmund
their 15th year of organising off-road
‘overland’ border crossings I’ve
and the halfway point. I’m on a 40,000motorcycle trips, the 2011 Charley
experienced in Africa and then I’m in a
mile F800GS now. During the day, the
Boorman tour cost €7450 for riders,
country I know nothing about.
landscape changes from flat and
€2950 for pillions and €4250 for
We continue through a landscape that
completely featureless sand, to bizarre,
partners who travel in the car. Every
nights’ accommodation was covered,
seems as barren as the moon. Stunning,
inter-locked green hillocks. I stop at the
including the night before in Cape
long-dead volcanic scenery frames the
sign for the Tropic of Capricorn. Jimmy’s
Town and the last night in Victoria
dirt road. Then, as the final left turn of
parked there. He owns a bar and pizza
Falls. Every breakfast and evening
the day nears, an immense vineyard
restaurant in Seattle and likes expensive
meal was included and most were
appears. A driveway splits it and the
whiskey and cheap cigarettes. I feel
fantastic. Bike rental, bike insurance
evening’s lodge is at the end, on the banks
strangely emotional. We have a man hug
(not personal insurance) is covered but
of the Orange River.
and set off separately. The dust is terrible
there is a hefty excess on any damage.
That night I’m introduced to the
here and you need good visibility. Taking
Attendance of the Off-Road Course in
Sundowner – toasting the orange-red disc
eyes off the track for more than a couple
Wales is also part of the price (or can be
as it ends its shift. Then we’re ferried in
of seconds guarantees a big moment as
deducted if you can’t attend).
On top of that riders had to buy
the back of pick-up trucks along a canyon
the front wheel finds a pothole, rut or a
flights to and from southern Africa;
that looks like it is home to Star Wars’
high ridge of gravel to put the bike into a
fuel for bikes; lunches; border crossing
sand people. At the end, lit by flaming
disconcerting weave.
costs and the odd extra excursion.
torches and candles, is our open-air
In the space of an hour the
www.motoaventures-touring.com
dining room. Everyone’s gobsmacked. It’s
temperature drops 20 degrees as we ride
fairytale stuff. This isn’t the perceived
out of the desert towards the Atlantic.
view of adventure biking. The email
Swakopmund is a coastal town with a
sender would be shaking his head sadly. Screw him. This is
frontier outpost feel, an incredible pier and some good restaurants.
wonderful. I eat too many lamb chops under the clearest smudge
The main street is called Kaiser Wilhelm Strasse. A night in the
of Milky Way I’m ever likely to see.
disco from hell gives a small clue of how bad the world could’ve
For the next three stages every night’s accommodation out-does
been if the Allies hadn’t defeated Adolf H.
the last. I ride for six or seven hours. Pausing for a drink, fuel and
Adam and the Americans have bought bottles of spirits for an
photos. We ride dusty tracks. I find myself isolated because I’m not
after-hours party in one of the rooms. Some nights it seems all this
bothered about riding with a specific partner, like some in the
riding is getting in the way of people’s drinking holiday.
group are, and because I hate riding in someone’s dust cloud. If
Despite this only being the halfway point a few of the quickest
I catch someone, I either pass them as quickly as possible, or stop,
riders feel they want to invest in new back tyres at a local, wellturn off the bike and have a look around. At one point I park on a
equipped Yamaha dealer. Rear Mitas knobblies are supposed to last
wide gravel track. I reckon I can see at least five miles in any
5000 miles, but a few don’t look like they will. Riding my third
direction. Four Gemsbok oryx are to my right. They keep still till
bike of the trip it doesn’t even cross my mind. The riders pay for
I stare at them, then scarper, long tails flowing behind them. I lay
new rubber out of their own pockets (see ‘What’s included’ box),
my camera on the floor for a self-portrait and look back the way
while plenty of bikes make it to the end on their original tyres.
I came to see eight ostrich cross the road. Tomorrow, I’ll experience
During the Swakopmund lay-over GPS systems are loaded with
the joy of my first sighting of wild elephant dung. It’s only rivalled
the second half of the route. After the only hotel we stay in for
by the sight of a wild elephant disappearing into the trees.
more than a single night, it’s back on the road. We ride a short
The next day Scottish Rob and Seattle Jimmy wait at a crossroads section of the Skeleton Coast, see an Angolan trawler that ran
to point out a giraffe to me. While I grab my camera another five
aground, and start riding inland towards Vingerklip, a finger of

What you get
for your money
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Accommodation was unforgettable
Elephants: more exciting than elephant dung

The road from Springbok to Namibia

Namibia’s immense Fish River Canyon

Boat trip over the river, no passport required
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stone pointing to the heavens. The scenery varies from coastal, to
flat featureless desert, to Arizona plateau. Another jaw-dropping
lodge with a cliff-top restaurant awaits us.
The next day sees the most serious crash of the trip. Tim from
New Jersey loses concentration on an off-camber right and hits a
tough little tree hard. He’s knocked out and dazed when he comes
round, complaining his back is hurting. Without fuss, he’s taken to
a hospital for a check over. He stays overnight, accompanied by Su
from Moto Aventures. He won’t ride the rest of the trip. The way
the accident is dealt with sums up the professionalism of the
organisation. Nothing is more than a blip.
Reading the ever-changing surface is the element that’s giving
me the most satisfaction. A slight change in colour means a
massive change in surface. Pale means smooth and hard-packed.
Or soft and dangerous. It’s hard to explain. Every rider is making
3000 decisions an hour about which line to take. They’re not
always right. I hit a rock as big as Liston’s fist and it dings the
F800’s soft rear rim. Tarmac, the surface I’ve spent all my life
riding, suddenly seems tedious.
There might be back-up in a Land Rover, but it
doesn’t make the sights any less beautiful or the
roads any easier to ride. And what’s wrong with
having someone to pick and patch you up?
I really don’t want to change inner tubes in 37˚C
(98F) heat. John, a stoic Brit born in Tanzania,
fixes puncture after puncture, repairs bikes
every night and gives blood-chilling briefings at
dinner. Su is equally unflustered, but smiles
more. Before the end of the trip a few of the
group are already planning to come on other
Moto Aventures tours next year.
The further north into Namibia we travel, the
more predictable the tracks are and the more the
less experienced dirt riders improve. The roads
tend to be hard-packed, with suspension-jarring
corrugations, for 130 miles at a time. The route avoids black-top
when it can. Even the complete novice Nabeel (on his second
1200 GS) thinks the dirt tracks up here are ‘So boring’.
Some sections are lined with villages – 60 miles of clumps of
grass and reed huts. Kids run to the side of the road to wave.
They’re a great antidote to the monotony. The people here seem to
have little more than they picked off the floor. Then Jimmy and
I stop to take photos of kids playing outside a reed and grass
encampment and spot a satellite dish set up on a pole.
The start and end of the days in northern Namibia are
characterised by the very soft sand driveways to the lodges. They
focus the mind. I begin to like them, but never find them easygoing. I ride them without dabs and give myself a pat on the back.
I keep thinking about the email. The idea of motorcycle
adventuring has become too earnest. It seems all about
one-upmanship. Look, you’re not Ernest Shackleton or Yuri
Gagarin. It’s become about bragging rights and ticking boxes.
Though we’re doing that too. After seeing wild elephants and
giraffes from the saddle we’re taken on game drives and boat trips

to see lions, jackals, zebra, wildebeest, kori bustards…
‘You can tick off hippos now,’ I say to Adam from the deck of
one lodge’s tour boat.
‘Do you have an empty bottle?’ he replies.
‘What? I mean tick them off your list, not annoy them!’
I ride most of the days on my own and spend the night with
new, good-time friends eating five-course meals and drinking tall,
(usually) cheap drinks in amazing surroundings. It’s a great
compromise (but an expensive one). Mark from Switzerland sums
it up perfectly: ‘I want hard days and clean beds.’
It won’t be until I get back to work next week that I realise quite
how relaxed I am on the trip. There are a few long rides, but some
times we’re only in the saddle for five hours.
‘At the beginning it was all about the riding,’ says Micah, a pilot
from Arizona. ‘but towards the end I wanted to get the riding over
so I could spend time in the hotel.’
Zambia’s border, at the end of Namibia’s Caprivi Strip, signals
the last 70 miles of the trip. It’s a proper Central African experience
with body odour you can chew and an
insurance office made out of a rotten caravan.
We pay our taxes, insurance and visa charges at
four different windows at three different
buildings, then ride to the ‘Africa as imagined
by Disney’ hotel that’s a spit from Victoria Falls.
Giraffes, monkeys and zebras walk right up to
the bar. Many of the groups’ bikes have arrived
unscathed. Some have scuffed rocker covers the
riders need to pay £250 to replace. No one seems
to feel they’ve been ripped off. Four riders lost
the £2000 deposit.
The package is expensive but those who paid
– and they ranged from airport ground crew
through to bankers for the oil industry – all
thought it offered good value for money.
Everyone’s expectations were exceeded.
By now the bruise on my lower back looks like a monstrous
purple butterfly emerging from my bumcrack. In my wake is a
dead 1200 GS, 2500 miles with my arse hanging out of my
trousers, some regret and a written-off helmet.
So, was it a holiday or an adventure? Experienced off-roaders
thought it was a holiday, the less experienced an adventure. Some
believe a trip with an itinerary can never be an adventure, but my
trousers would disagree. A solo rider could cover the route, without
back-up or incident, staying at campgrounds and it would be
considered, by most, as an adventure, but the ingredients would be
barely different. This trip had a soft edge and gave a taste of
wilderness to those unable to take three to six months off to
overland to South Africa. So, it had a pre-planned route. Thanks to
the reconnaissance I dare say the route was more circuitous and
varied than many independents would search out.
In the end, one person’s adventure is another’s meat and two
veg. The trip was eventful, potentially dangerous, unforgettable
and fun. And that’s all I ever want my bike trips to be. And
adventure’s such an over-used word now anyway...

My first
sighting of
elephant dung
is only rivalled
by the sight of
a wild elephant
disappearing
into the trees

Beware: Elephants
The roadside warnings
are a great photo op, but
hit the real thing and the
roadkill has two legs, not
four. Here’s a guide to
what South African can
throw at you (and how
likely you are to hit one
out of 5)
E le p h ant
Max weight 7 tons
Likelihood of collision 1
They do cross the road,
but if you don’t see it in
time, you shouldn’t be in
charge of a motorcycle.
S p rin g b o k
Max weight 48kg (105lb)
Likelihood of collision 4
Seen grazing close to
tracks. When startled
they take to the road and
zig-zag for 100s of metres.
D i k - di k
Max weight 7kg (15lb)
Likelihood of collision 4
Small deer that seems to
develop suicidal
tendencies at dusk. Don’t
ride a bike in Africa after
dark if possible.
Gemsb o k
Max weight 210kg
(460lb)
Likelihood of collision 1
From the Oryx family,
inhabits desert and scrub
land. Wary of roads from
our studies.
Kudu
Max weight 315kg
(690lb)
Likelihood of collision
Standing 2.5m these
monstrous antelopes can
dart and leap from the
roadside at just around
helmet height.

W ildebeest
Max weight 275kg (610lb)
Likelihood of collision 1
The African predators
snack of a choice.
Ostric h
Max weight 160kg
(350lb)
Likelihood of collision 2
Largest of all birds and as
dumb as a potato. Can run
at 45mph.
W art h o g
Max weight 150 kg
(330lb)
Likelihood of collision 3
Emerges from bushes to
cross roads in family
groups, tail erect like a CB
radio aerial.
G o at
Max weight 80kg (170lb)
Likelihood of collision 5
If you’re going to hit
anything with a pulse it’s
likely to be goat.
D o mestic c o w
Max weight 900kg
(2000lb)
Likelihood of collision 4
Graze at the roadside and
seem to wait for
motorcycles to appear
before they cross.
C h acma B ab o o n
Max weight 30kg (66lb)
Likelihood of collision 2
If a baboon wants your
camera, give it to him.
You’re more likely to be
mugged by one than
crash into it.
Giraffe
Max weight 2 tons
Likelihood of collision 2
4.7m (15ft) of bizarre on
spindly legs. We got close
to a herd on the road. The
consequences don’t bear
thinking about.

Another puncture.
The apocalyptic light is
caused by fierce sun
shining through the
smoke of a bush fire
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